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Reading as Goal-Driven Behaviour
Don G. Bouwhuis '

1 Reading between psychology and ergonomics

Ergonomics deals with the unhappiness that people experience in performing
tasks, handling tools and objects, controlling equipment and understanding
complex systems. Psychology, in general, concentrates on the perceptual,
cognitive and motor processes that form the basis of these activities. Yet,
despite this intricate mutual involvement of task and process, there is fre
quently a lack of complementarity and a mismatch of levels of description
between psychology and ergonomics that impede proper understanding of
psychological processes in human activity.

A prime example that may illustrate the dissociation between psychology
and ergonomics is the reading task. Psychology and ergonomics study dif
ferent aspects of the same reading activity either for fundamental or applied
purposes. The studies discussed by Wright (this volume) are of particular
interest here, as the main theme seems to be application-oriented, while the
results have profound implications for fundamental research. For the pur
pose of this discussion it will be useful to define reading as a means to an
end. First, means reflects the physical substrate, script, print, paper, and
the reading environment that serves the purpose of reading. Second, reading
is a way of information processing using sensory, perceptual and cognitive
means. Both physical and perceptual means will be discussed and it will be
argued that they are largely dependent on each other. Both involve funda
mental and applied aspects that appear to be very difficult to disentangle.
In the second part of this discussion the end of the means is analysed more
closely. Although the means enable the end, it will be shown that the end,
or goal, largely determines the means.
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2 Or ig ins

Research on reading may at first sight seem typically application-oriented.
The underlying processes of reading, however, were judged so fundamental
that it became one of the first comprehensive mental activities that psychol
ogy started to study (Javal, 1878; Grashey, 1885; Cattell, 1885; Goldscheider
and Miiller, 1893). As a matter of fact, quite a number of fundamental pro
cesses discovered in these early phases (Huey, 1968) set the scene for decades
to come. Only when theoretical interest in reading started to wane after the
turn of the century, did applied research that in some sense could be called
ergonomic find its way into the field of reading. This was a major departure
from both the structuralist and the more recent functionalist points of view,
because the major motivation for these studies was to optimize the reading
process. Experimental results were obtained in various areas of interest.
It soon turned out that readers could not learn how to direct their visual
selective attention in a more efficient way (Whipple, 1910). Neither did it
prove possible to train readers' eye movements to improve reading. Studies
on fatigue showed that readers could not be tired by a continuous reading
task; in prolonged reading sessions (Carmichael and Dearborn, 1947), it was
only sleep deprivation that caused the subjects to give up. In the field of
individual differences it appeared impossible to determine those identifiable
faculties that could account for reading performance. Studies on typography
demonstrated that even wide variations in typeface affected reading perfor
mance only slightly, while letter size variation, too, produced only minor
changes in reading speed (Tinker, 1964).

So the paradoxical situation was arrived at that a highly complex task,
involving a host of resources of a visual, cognitive, memorial and linguistic
nature, and requiring extensive training, proved refractory to most sorts
of external manipulation. At least implicitly, it could be concluded that
reading is a basically sound ergonomic activity. With some irony one might
remark that this status justified reading as an object of valid psychological
endeavour. Indeed, if perception, memory, thinking .and language appeared
to be the fundamental building blocks of cognitive functioning, reading was
so closely tied to each of these that it could equally well be considered to be
fundamental.
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Evolut ion

Notwithstanding the dominant position of reading in psychological research
reading - and conversely writing - is a relatively recent invention, or tech
nical development, with great applicability. Requirements for reading and
writing have not been shaping human perception and cognition for a long
time. In evolutionary terms vision, hearing and locomotion had already
developed to a considerable extent when verbal language came into being
and it, in turn, was very likely to have been preceded by gestural and sign
languages. The latter are already symbolic and definitely entail processes of
abstraction. Verbal language came into being, in all probability between 5
million and 2 million years ago (Leakey and Lewin, 1977). Considering the
highly effective expressive power of verbal language, this is a period that
seems long enough to have shaped cognitive functioning of human beings
substantially. This is much less the case for the making of artefacts and
symbolic engravings, dating from only 100,000 years ago (Valladas, Reyss
Joron, Valladas, Bar-Yosef and Vandermeersch, 1988). Sculpture has its
early roots about 50,000 years ago. It seems unlikely that they shaped hu
man functioning, and specifically survival, to the same extent as language
did, in as much as it seems rather more a product or consequence than a
cause. A systematic form of what we may call writing arose only some 6000
years ago in Mesopotamia. The direct precursors of writing systems were
three-dimensional tokens representing economic and metrological units of
commodities; grain, land and animals. When these tokens were impressed
in clay tablets a sign script evolved that could be used much more easily
in mercantile transactions (Schmandt-Besserat, 1981). The actual basis of
a still more abstract system where symbols denote language units rather
than specific pictorial references, Sumerian writing, developed slowly from
these first beginnings. To the extent that writing or reading is an even more
abstract activity than imaging it can hardly be expected to have affected
human cognitive functions greatly by genetic selection. Even nowadays illit
erates may be charming partners and experience no problem at all in raising
equally charming families. Conversely, it seems much more likely that the
potentialities and restrictions of human functions have continually shaped
and refined the reading and writing systems that were used. In this respect
the relatively short existence of reading becomes a factor of importance as
even 4000 years provide ample opportunity for change, adaptation and op
timization. It becomes a very long time in comparison with the existence
of the telephone, the radio, or the database program on a computer. We
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may note here, too, that the actual design of a reading/writing system is an
open-ended issue and could lead to a sheer infinity of solutions, only limited
by human imagination. This reminds one strongly of the infinite function
ality claimed of computer systems. Although these have almost unlimited
potential only a disappointing number of functions are realized in actual
practice. It, therefore, comes as no surprise that writing systems are far
more limited and restricted in their possibilities than one might have hoped
for. Even a cursory inspection of some widely distributed writing systems
reveals a striking uniformity. Alphabetic writing systems consist invariably
of approximately 26 ± 2 characters; this holds for the Western Roman al
phabet, the Greek, the Cyrillic1 and the Arabic writing system. In all of
these systems, except for a few characters in Cyrillic, the letters denote a
single sound of speech, or, more specifically, a particular phoneme, but in
all languages using these alphabets, the actual number of phonemes is much
higher. What the alphabets have in common is that the symbol strings are
in many cases just approximations of the speech sounds, and in many lan
guages exceptions from basic pronunciation rules are the rule rather than
the exception.

While a syllabary like the Japanese katakana might seem to have many
more characters than the curious number 26, its construction actually reveals
a simpler underlying organization. Syllables consist of CV combinations
showing an orthogonal structure made up from a consonant and a following
vowel. The number of identifiable or distinguishable symbols, therefore,
comes close to the number of letters in an alphabet.

Writing and perception
It should not be underestimated to what extent reading habits are deter
mined by requirements imposed by the writing tools, originally a wooden
stylus and clay or wax (Powell, 1981). Repetitive writing mutated symbols
to forms easier to produce, forcing increasing abstraction. Rotation through
90° to the left made top to bottom writing into left to right, which still is
the way practised in most alphabets. The rotation was induced by the easier
handling of the embossing stylus, the tip of which was shaped like a wedge.
(Powell, 1981). Even nowadays it is not always clear whether the Sumerian
lines of writing are arranged vertically or horizontally (Green, 1981). Be
this as it may, linear arrangement of characters induces an inherent frame
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'Although Cyrillic has formally 33 characters, a number of them are structurally sim

ilar. The actual number of truly different characters is 28.

of reference, a specific orientation, on all characters. This is a uniform prop-
ert^n~ldmost all forms of script. It can be regarded as a major step of
abstraction which departs radically from perceptual experience. No object
in our visual environment changes identity on (non-negligible) rotation, or
reflection; only letters do. A common example for the Roman alphabet is
formed by the letters b, d, p and q. Probably part of this convention can
be explained by the trade-off between complexity of characters and writing
time, which works in the direction of simple but distinguishable characters.
Acknowledging that this was a venture, it succeeded against all odds.

Script and speech
Another phenomenon that has not yet been resolved satisfactorily is why
a generalized representation of the phoneme has become the elementary
building block of the dominating alphabetic systems. Undoubtedly, there is
a relation with the relatively limited number of articulatory movements, of
which there are still many more than letters. If the number of distinctive
visual symbols is to be minimized, the phoneme is a better choice than
larger segments, of which there are many more, showing, moreover, a great
variation because of coarticulation. Ease and speed of writing could tend to
limit individual characters to a few strokes only. With six position-specific
strokes 63 characters can be constructed, but many would be very confusable
and there would be no redundancy in the symbol set at all. A significant
step towards redundancy is to delete at least 50%, which brings us close to
26 ± 2. This is probably more than one would prefer from the visual or
graphic point of view, but less than the number of phonemes. So a number
slightly less than 30 would seem to be an uncomfortable but unavoidable
compromise.

Yet even the choice of our current letter as the identifier of a phoneme was
a venture. The phoneme is not a naturally occurring component of linguistic
awareness. It is well documented that pre-readers have difficulty in pho
netic segmentation and that phonetic segmentation ability is closely linked
with reading acquisition (Liberman, 1973; Content, Kolinsky, Morais and
Bertelson, 1986). Phonetic segmentation ability clearly also distinguishes
normal readers from dyslexics (Morais, Cluytens and Alegria, 1984). In a
recent series of studies among illiterates in Portugal Morais and co-workers
found that illiterates just cannot segment separate phonemes, not even word-
initial, out of spoken words. The maximal attainment seems the ability of
some to rhyme at the end of lines. It should be noted that rhyming spans
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generally at least two phonemes. Seen in this light the choice of phonemic
units for the symbol set was a precarious one, that proved to be fortunate.

Perceptual frames of reference

of reference for letters had: the word, too, assumes also a fixed frame of
reference aligned from left to right (or the reverse). The only exception
was in the short-lived boustrophedon writing, where lines are written al
ternately from left to right and right to left. No current writing system
employs this alternation. There is an empirical basis for this phenomenon.
It is well known from studies on text rotation and transformations (Kolers
and Perkins, 1975) that rotations and reflections seriously degrade reading
performance. What Kolers (1976) also showed was that learning to read
transformed text was highly specific with respect to the type of transforma
tion, implying that a new, but still invariant frame of reference was embodied
in the reading process.

The choice of clay as a writing substrate, easy to emboss and to correct
and self-fixing through hardening2 also brought its inconveniences. To cite
Powell (1981) you might get a wholly different idea of the cuneiform Sume-
rian writing system if you had to carry a copy of Herodotus from Babylon
to Damascus on your back.

The obvious choice for writing is two-dimensional only, and found its way
into papyrus or specially treated animal skin. The dearth of this material
necessitated putting as much as possible on a sheet. Essentially this fixes
the length of the line, since the eye must be able to find the beginning of
a line easily from the end of the preceding line. If line spacing is fixed, the
length of the line must permit an(approacH angle) that is sufficiently large to
hit the start of the next one accuratelyT As sheets are rarely exactly square -
and animals actively resist assuming this shape - the natural tendency will
be to generate a block of text that is higher than it is wide: essentially what
we have come to recognize as the standard page. Also it would be wasteful
not to write on the other side of a sheet; visually this makes no difference at
all. The habit of writing on scrolls does not contradict these observations,
as scrolls have the standard 'pages' aligned sideways along their length.
TJie_jid^antajres_8£e_thj^mmutable order of pages and the place keeping
facility. Another solution for storing larger quantities~of writing is to stack

3 As a rule clay writing tablets were not hardened by firing them, although this some
times happened in incendiary accidents. Frequently tablets were reused.
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the sheets as in a book. The advantages of a stack are easier production and
fast random access, assisted by the height of the stack as a place keeper. If
sheets are to be collated permanently, a form of binding will be necessary.
Disregarding mechanical wisdom, pages should be bound on one side only
to render the stack accessible. Not all page sides are equally suitable for
this (see figure 1). If the binding was on the top side, either the writing
would be upside down after a page was turned over or one would have to
write upside down. This would introduce ambiguity as to what was top and
bottom of the sheet. A sheet itself, therefore, also has a built-in frame of
reference consisting of top and bottom; the left and right apply only to a
slnglelface of the sheet. It may be pointed out as well that turning over

"p^g^s^iongThe top side produces a vertically extended reading space that
is difficult to read because of the variability of distances between eyes and
text, and also difficult to handle mechanically. Binding the right side >

top
binding C I

C I

1
C I

2
3 HD

right side binding

left side binding

Figure 1: Text page organization as a result of binding methods. Num
bers in circles refer to real orientation of page numbers overleaf.

implies that on turning over the first page, the reader continues on the left i
page being uncovered, not on the right one which is the back of the first ^
page. This essentially destroys the sequential integrity of text and pages.
The disadvantages resulting from top binding and right side binding are
combined in binding the bottom side, making this the worst option of all.
So the only choice is really to have the binding on the left side for alphabets
with a left-to-right writing system, and on the right side for right-to-left
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writing systems. Again this implies the priority of the top-bottom property
over that of the left-right property.

There is basically one exception to the single text block/page stack,
which is the newspaper. This is a relatively recent development, not much
older than 250 years, and it used to be much smaller in its early days. The
single block of text has given way to narrow columns much less wide than
they are high, which facilitate reading. The enlargement of the newspaper
page has made random access possible on a single page, considerably facili
tating scanning. Fewer turns of pages, of these unwieldy surfaces are needed
to consult every section. Both the book, mostly devoted to a single topic,
and the newspaper covering a variety of topics seem to have been adapted
remarkably well to the human reader and his intellectual interests.

The 2++ d imens iona l man

There is one other factor in the success of reading a page that has received
disappointingly scant attention. Itjsjthe spatijy_ability_that man shares to
some degree with his evolutionary ancestors. Basically, the ability of hu
mans to grasp the spatial organization of physical objects is restricted to
two dimensions^ This seems likely as it is functional for surface-dwellers to
deal successfully with the organism-centred spatial layoutin the plane of
locomotion. It wastes no neural complexities on things that are too high or
too low. Things are in front, behind, left or right, and people can learn this
fafrjy^efficientty. Surprisingly, reading and understanding two-dimensional
maps is one of the very few cognitive activities that does not show a dif
ference between novices and experts (Thorndyke and Stasz, 1980). This
suggests already that humans can cope quite adequately with maps, that
are two-dimensional abstractions of space. Gilhooly, Wood, Kinnear and
Green (1988) confirmed this and found that only in topographic vs plani-
metric maps experts were superior to novices, in that they could use detailed
topographic and contour information better. In multi-storey buildings peo
ple give directions by mentally transferring the floor they are on to the
intended one, and then proceed according to a two-dimensional lay out,
rather than being able to point in a straight line. People are rather poor
at imagining, or even recognizing, the shape of a three-dimensional rotated
cube (Hinton, 1979; Bouwhuis, 1985) which by itself looks a most simple
object. Even though a sphere looks much simpler, probably because it is
rotationally invariant, human orientation on the three-dimensional globe is
not impressive. Air travellers, knowing that New York lies on a latitude
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some 1200 km south of Amsterdam, frequently cannot understand why the
initial trajectory heading from Amsterdam is NNW rather than WSW. The
lack of a southern component seems to them counterintuitive, yet on a globe
the itinerary is the shortest possible. Note, however, that the air travellers'
belief would hold on the surface of a cylinder, corresponding to the well-
known Mercator projection. In fact, the subjective or imagined cylindrical
projection takes the third dimension out of the trajectory, since the surface
of a truncated cylinder has many similarities with a bounded plane, cer
tainly with respect to its frame of reference. A striking illustration of the
difficulty people have in combining the vertical with the horizontal plane is
provided by Hinton (1987).

However, people can do better than two-dimensional organization,
though the claim here is that this would not go as far as the 2^D sketch
of Marr and Nishihara (1978). In their description the normals to any
three-dimensional plane are part of the 2^D-sketch. Here we suppose that
the organization that can be immediately perceived is the proximal order
of objects, basically in all directions. So a human observer perceives and
knows which object occludes which other object, or is closer. This reflects
only an ordinal representation of proximity with a rather low-resolution
representation of physical distance. People are well aware that they are

V standing on a floor, walking beneath the ceiling, what is lying on top of or
launder what. Remarkably, object occlusion does not at all impede object

perception; on the contrary, occluded objects automatically undergo cog
nitive completion (Gerbino and Salmaso, 1987) and appear subjectively to
be an integral whole. This phenomenon implies among other things that

/""objects have a frontal plane as well as an inferred distal rear plane, and
I this holds equally well for two-dimensional objects such as a page. The only
£ difference between a page and its rear is that left and right are reversed.

On a single page readers generally know fairly well where they have read
particular sections. It is much harder to locate these in a book, as the stack
is too large to address it accurately. Yet the thickness of the remaining
stack indicates approximately how far the reader is removed from either the
beginning or the end. Again, this is much simpler with a newspaper where a
specific page can usually be found quickly. It is obvious that in virtual two-
dimensional structures such as stacked pages, sequential addressing is much
more efficient if page units are used rather than units of physical distance.
So perhaps we should refer to human subjective space dimensionality only as
2++, while realizing that subjective structuring of this space is a powerful
faculty of the perceptual system. The importance of this is that there is an
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almost perfect correlation between the temporal organization of the reading
^process and the spatial organization of text. "ColncepTulircon^onents of thetext thus acquire a system of spatial correlates. It is tempting here to speak
of neighbourhood, a spatial denomination. A neighbourhood can be defined
on many levels of text; graphemic, lexical, syntactic, semantic and thematic.
All of them are reflected in the spatial neighbourhood of written and printed
text. Spatial integrity maintains integrity of text, i

3 Screen versus sheet

^Considering how reading texts are displayed, or have to be even on well-
engineered CRT screens as opposed to conventional print, we can observe a
number of dramatic differences.

First, the displayed text is always 'front', as there is no legible back
side. This prevents the reader from organizing text sections into a left/right (
structure as in a book, increasing the actual text planes to be remembered
by a factor of two. / Worse still, there usually is no well-defined top and
bottom, preventing a subjective vertical structure. The possibility of two-
way scrolling, hailed as a technical breakthrough, is in fact disastrous for
anelfecTive~cognitive organization of long passages of text. When used
it-Obliterates the previously established^vertical frame of reference, replac
ing it continuously by a new one. It is, therefore, quite understandable that
Wright Wright, P. (this volume) found that screen readers wanted to have in
formation on the actual length of the text to be read. Usually any indication
on length is lacking as the screen presentation either stacks the pages invis
ibly, as in a window system, or gives the impression of a continuous vertical
scroll with invisible ends. No reading medium shows so little of the whole
text as the current CRT screen. Wright and her colleagues (Tombaugh,
Lickorish and Wright, 1987) provide empirical evidence that stresses this
point. They had readers relocate information in 'stacked', slightly offset
windows of sequential text. This meant that individual windows, or pages,
could be selected for presentation. This proved to be a significant help to
readers looking for specific information in lengthy texts. These experiments
show that the readingjgskjs much more dependent on a number of purely
physical conditionsUhan the complexity of the readmg~process itself would
suggest. No one would propose that, for example, tTnnTcInl^depends on the
clothes you are wearing. It is essentially those physical parameters which
seem only accidental to the reading process that have never been studied
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seriously in a comprehensive account of the reading task as a whole.

A factor that has not yet been mentioned in the comparison between
print and CRT display is the physical quality of the imaged characters.
In print, characters have uniformly solid strokes, with edge blurring lower
than the eye's resolution and rather high subjective contrast. None of these
properties are attainable, even singly, with CRT screens. The effects of low
contrast have been investigated in a number of studies (Van Nes and Jacobs,
1981; Leermakers and Boschman, 1984) showing both performance degrada
tion and considerable loss of 'visual comfort'. Although originally typeface
was not found to affect legibility seriously (Tinker, 1965), new computer and
television typefaces challenge this position. Character design is frequently
subject to numerous technical restrictions and does not follow typographic
tradition. The use of a sparse dot matrix is a case in point. Reduction *
of letter feature prominence was studied by Schiepers (1976), who found a ,$
marked decrease of letter identifiability. The effects of degrading even single
letter identifiability may be expected to be rather serious. Straightforward
application of existing quantitative word recognition models demonstrates
that even slight letter degradation may reduce dramatically the efficiency of
word recognition as a whole (Bouwhuis and Bouma, 1979). Reading turns
o u t t o b e a fi g h t f o r p e r c e n t a g e s . ^

How ergonomic is reading?

Taking all arguments together, reading appears not to be the ergonomically
sound activity that it is mostly implicitly assumed to be. Centuries of trials,
redesign, adaptation and refinement, continuously watched by countless gen
erations of readers, have resulted in a tradition for print that is optimized
as far as it can be with the available means. Few will argue that printing
is not an art or specialism, to say nothing of writing. This situation has
given rise to the belief that reading as a process is a natural and optimal
way of information uptake in general. Even if it is, it is only attained at
great cost. Most effort in basic education is spent on learning to read, both
in the technical and in the conceptual sense. Nevertheless, it appears that
alphabetic writing systems carry a percentage of dyslexia, mostly develop
mental in nature, with an estimated minimum of 5%. None of this applies
to activities such as walking, eating, seeing or hearing, which are not less
important. In view of the many counterintuitive perceptual properties of
text there is even reason to be surprised about the relative rarity of reading
problems. It seems that the reading process is a compromise, and we do
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not know exactly of what. One general conclusion to be drawn is that one
would be ill-advised to try and change the reading process beyond the con
ditions we know to be optimal, or at least adequate. This applies to spelling
reforms, to typographic design and to reading education. It applies, too, to
reading from a computer screen.

None of this touches the issue of thjjieed_tojread^_which there obviously
is. This is not a single variable and it determines the course and nature
of the reading process to a very great extent. It is to these determining
variables that we turn now.

4 Reading for needs
Without aiming at completeness we distinguish three types of reading: read
ing for entertainment, for information and for consultation. People read
novels, and newspaper columns for entertainment; even thrillers. They are
supposed to start at the beginning and work their way towards the end, only
to be interrupted temporarily. During reading there is supposed to be con
tinuous, regular progress. Interestingly, some books will not be read to the
end; readers may stop sooner or later when they get bored and lose interest
or find the text too difficult. This fate is claimed for many bestsellers; it
is said to hold for 'The Name of the Rose' (Eco, 1983) and 'Godel, Escher,
Bach' (Hofstadter, 1979) respectively. While the arguments for stopping
may seem valid to the stranded readers, an important question is why they
started to read in the first place. Ignoring the uninteresting issue of social
desirability, the most probable factor is the need for entertainment, which
can be satisfied most easily by reading. Nobody reads just for the fun of the
saccades.

The second type of reading, viz. for information, can be found in reading j
the news, or studying a textbook. There is in principle no need to proceed
from the beginning to the end. The reading process usually is selective, and
there need not be regular progress. Instead, sections may be skipped, or re
peated, the reader may go back to earlier sections, or discontinue altogether
and start somewhere else. Most probably the reader is either looking for
specific or relevant information, or, on finding the informational value too
low, moves to a potentially more informative target.

The last type, reading for consultation, can be found in looking up a
dictionary, finding a telephone number or searching in the Radio or TV
Times. The reader looks for one specific item of information, but has to

(

make his or her way through the book or magazine in order to recover it.
It is entirely natural to stop reading when the desired information has been
found. It is even considered outright silly to continue reading in a dictionary
or a telephone directory without an intended target.

These three examples may suffice to show that reading

1. need not to be continuous and regular,

2. may not always be clearly motivated, and

3. may stop to give way to higher priority activities.

Task-action protocols
Without adopting a teleological perspective from the outset it will be con
venient for the following reasoning to assume that cognitive behaviour is
purposeful or goal driven. The importance of this assumption is demon
strated by Rosenbloom, Laird and Newell's description of the SOAR system
(this volume) and Bosser's discussion of the same (this volume). This as
sumption implies that there must be an intention, leading to an activity )
that results in goal attainment. Sequences like these are called task-action
protocols and instances have been described by Card, Moran and Newell
(1980), Norman (1984) and Epstein (1986), shown in table I.

All three protocols show great similarity even if Epstein constructed his
in connection with motor control. The first two were designed explicitly to
deal with human-computer interaction. What all three protocols are saying
is that actions are started by an intention, or goal. The intention can in
principle be satisfied in several ways. In the GOMS model OPERATORS
represent single actions, the concatenation of which represents a METHOD
to attain the GOAL. Users select from alternative METHODS in order to
reach it. As the model, unlike a production system (see Rosenbloom, Laird
and Newell, this volume), does not deal specifically with errors there is no
evaluation stage or feedback. The other two protocols are closed in the sense
that feedback is present on some or all levels. When a selection has been
made the user/actor may, in performing the action, assess, whether the goal
has been attained. This assessment occurs on-line in motor control, which
is why Epstein's protocol does not show an evaluation phase.
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Table I: The action protocols by Card et al., Norman and Epstein.

Card, Moran <& Newell
GOMS

Norman
(ATS)

Epstein

GOALS forming the intention intention
OPERATORS representation of

actor-environment set
ting

METHODS perceptual assessment
of compatibility

SELECTION selecting an action selection of action
executing the action execution
evaluating the out
come

Every task can be considered to form part of a hierarchy in which tasks
higher up in the hierarchy represent more global activities, and those lower
down in the hierarchy more detailed ones. Tasks contain subtasks to an
almost infinite extent. Higher-order tasks are increasingly under more cog
nitive control than lower-order ones, cf. the desire for food or entertainment
vs eye movements in reading, or pupillary reactions. Neither Norman's nor
Epstein's action protocol is clearly located within the task hierarchy. One
example given by Norman is that of the user of a text editor wanting one
page to look nicer. Of the many options a two-column layout may be cho
sen. Once the layout change has been carried out the user evaluates whether
the result matches the original intention. A lower-order task is to modify
a mistyped letter. One could move back the cursor and overstrike; zap the
character and insert the new one, change the character by a change com
mand or whatever means is available. The motivating intention is also to
make the page look nicer, but in a specific and much more detailed way.
The intention to make the page look better can be safely assumed to be
dependent on a higher-order goal: e.g., to increase readability, to satisfy
a customer, to demonstrate differences in layout, etc. In fact, these task-
action protocols can be extended practically indefinitely both upwards and
downwards. If this property is attributed to Norman's action protocol -

it is slightly more difficult for Epstein's - it shows certain similarities with
the layered protocols as defined by Taylor (1987 ab). The basic property of
the layered protocol is that intentions can only be compared at the same
level. In discussing his Action-Trigger Schema (ATS) system (see table I)
which formed the origin of his task-action protocol, Norman (1981) points
out that the intentions are only specified on the highest level of memory
representations. The intention can be realized only by an action, residing
on a lower, less abstract level. In that sense the action is independent of the
intention.

Turning now to reading, we have mentioned three kinds of reading: enter
tainment, information acquisition and consultation. All three goals satisfy
the requirements for being intentions to read.

Scheduling in reading for entertainment

Any reading session must ultimately come to a stop. Even the most de
termined readers in the prolonged reading experiments of Carmichael and
Dearborn (1947) had to stop because of sleep deprivation, the need for food,
drink and bodily movement. These factors also represent the result of an
intention that is mediated by elementary physiological requirements. If stop
ping reading is a conscious decision, then it represents a choice, in which
preference is given to the satisfaction of needs other than that for entertain
ment, or, in this case, the curiosity of the experimenter. In less extreme
cases reading for entertainment is meshed in with normal daily activities.
Which action is chosen in preference to reading depends on the time of day
and external needs. Description of this continuously changing action pattern
is not primarily part of reading theory, but might well fit in with the layered
protocol description. From this point of view a theory of not reading is a
theory of the other actions that take its place.

The factors just discussed are external to reading; but there are also fac
tors within the reading process that determine its continuity or interruption." On a global level reading consists of a perceptual task (fixation + recogni-^

tion), an eye-movement control task (saccades) and a cognitive-integration J
task (understanding). While the perceptual tasks may proceed smoothly,
it may well be that understanding is impeded by the occurrence of unfa
miliar words, complex style or incompleteness of presentation (frequent in
detective stories). As a case in point an example is presented here from an
experiment by Buswell (1920) who measured eye movements in texts with
closely occurring homonyms. The passage to be read was:
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... coming
down the road. She had tears in her dress
and also tears in her eyes...

The word tears occurs twice in close succession, with different meanings,
and this caused many of Buswell's subjects to show erratic saccades in the
vicinity of both tears. Figure 2 shows the saccades and fixation times of
Buswell's subject H13. What is approximately visible in the functional visual
field in one fixation has been displayed horizontally; the vertical connecting
lines indicate the fixation time. After a regular progress from: down the
road..., it is around the word tears that regressions occur which persist
throughout this line, and continue up to the next. If reading is measured by
progressive saccades, then the reader has stopped three times in the first line
and twice in the next. The simplest interpretation is that this subject aimed
at understanding by ambiguity resolution, and had to discontinue reading
at various points in time in order to attain consistency of interpretation.
The intention to stop, regress and proceed is mediated by lack of local
understanding. Subjects describe this by commenting that they have to
take a good look again; in fact this good look takes the form of a number
of fixations in the area of ambiguity. The word tears is actually withinthe
fun^tipjial_yisual field six times in the first HrjjTanH^fi^Bmej in the ifrgrt^^

Also, reading foF entertainment implies reading for understanding. Both
textual difficulties and individual performance limits may influence heavily
the progress of reading. Even when text has been completely understood,
the reader may pause momentarily to elaborate the consequences of what
has just been read. It might be the case that these moments are what the
reader is trying to attain by reading.

To summarize, three reasons have been discussed for stopping to read
for entertainment.

1. No human action can last indefinitely, but the reason for stopping read
ing can only be described by a theory of human action - not reading
per se.

2. Reading is stopped in its forward motion when comprehension lags
behind perceptual processing. Discontinuation can only be described
by a theory of reading.
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Figure 2: Sequential eye fixation locations of Buswell's subject H13
(1920). Vertical lines indicate fixation durations; saccade times are omit
ted. The functional visual field is assumed to span six letters to the left
and eight to the right of fixation.
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3. Reading may give way to mental states that are implicitly aimed at.
Like the first reason, it does not form part of a theory of reading, but
again a theory of action, reading becomes a means after having been
a goal.

Reading for information
If we think of reading for information, exemplified by studying a textbook or
cookbook, there is the implicit understanding that a simple routine reading
pass will not suffice. Studying a text is a continuous interactive and repet
itive issue, undertaken for the purpose of obtaining specific information or
knowledge. Tinker (1965) provides the example of a chemist scanning the
chemical formula Ca02H2 within a paragraph of text. The reader first fix
ates on the C, jumps to the H, next to the O, then to the subscript 2 in 02)
and finally to the 2 in H2. Just before, the reader had skipped the entire
word hydroxide; later on, the compound amonium sulphate (spelled with a
single m!) gets only one fixation. This indicates that reading for informa
tion can be a highly selective process, where very small sections may draw
considerable and repeated scrutiny and others none at all. The intention is
to obtain the desired knowledge through continuous reading activity. The
reason for stopping is simply that sufficient knowledge has been obtained,
which was the prime goal. This stopping requires a theory of knowledge
acquisition, not of reading. A theory of reading might include how complex
information, containing unknown elements, can be or is extracted from the
text. Stopping forms no part of this theory.

5 Conclusion

It has been argued here that reading and writing constitute an even more
abstract form of coding than spoken language. To the extent thatjeading
requires considerable cognitive resources, it may be regarded_as reflecting__
fundamentals of cognitive functioning..., The extensive training time it de-

Inands, and Iff many'counterintuitive perceptual properties shed doubt on
this generality. The fundamental nature of the reading process has been
strengthened by its relatively long history, which has provided the proper
conditions for optimal functioning. The fact that reading performance is ad
versely affected by CRT-screen display should not come as a surprise once
the specific conditions under which reading and writing evolved have been
analysed. Wright's statement (this volume) that a theory of not-reading is
needed is addressed with an analysis of reading situations. In many cases
reading is not the highest priority activity; in fact, it rarely is. Reading is
generally a means to attain a goal and is performed as long as it is deemed
necessary or desirable. Consequently, in most cases 'not reading' cannot be
properly described in terms of a theory of reading, but rather in a theory of
actions. For these theories task-action protocols have been proposed (Nor
man, 1984; Epstein, 1986) and formally defined (Taylor, 1987ab) which can
successfully address action transitions. Only one instance of discontinuity
in reading can, and should be addressed by a theory of reading; it is the
temporal asynchrony between perception and understanding. Yet, this case
would be understood by most students of reading behaviour as 'reading',
not as 'not reading'.

Reading for consultation
C_ This is a situation where search becomes more important than reading. /

Reading for consultation takes place only when elementary items of detailed
information are needed, which are not considered worthwhile remembering.
Telephone numbers, train departure times, Yellow Pages, Radio and TV
Times, card files, stock quotations and most database data are examples.
All of these items refer to activities logically connected with them, such
as calling somebody, leaving home, warning the plumber, watching a TV
show, looking up an address, selling stock or checking stores. The intention
in reading and scanning this kind of material is essentially to stop reading.
If it does not stop, there is something fundamentally wrong either with the
person who searches, or with the search tables.
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How Good a Bet is the Likelihood
Principle?

Emanuel Leeuwenberg* and Frans Boselie*

1 Introduction
Visual perception is a remarkably powerful process. It merely begins
from two-dimensional retinal patterns. Yet it enables us to see a three-
dimensional object which turns around or moves to another position al
though the corresponding projections on the retina vary greatly. We inter
pret these projections or proximal stimuli as a composition of a single distal
object and its motion. Distal objects may even have varying shapes and
yet be classified into one category. Besides this amazing ability to pick up
'invariants', perception appears to predict the world veridically. Because
of this property, we may run through woods or drive a car without tactual
checks on our path. A driving licence depends largely on one's visual ability,
not on other perceptual skills. One rarely asks the witness of an accident:
'Did you touch the cars?' Illusions do indeed occur, but seldom in everyday
life. They are produced by scientists in poor laboratory conditions.

If we focus on the veridicality and predictive power of perception, we
are almost forced to conclude that perception uses inferences and know
ledge. On the other hand, if we focus on the ability to represent the world
in terms of invariants, we are inclined to think that perception aims at sim
plicity. According to the first option, that specific perceptual organization
is chosen which corresponds to the most likely distal object. According to
the second option, the simplest pattern representation will be the preferred
organization.

Before we consider the question of which option is the better one, an
antecedent issue should be considered: These two options may simply be
just two sides of the same coin. Such a view is defended by Mach (1906),
and it indeed seems pertinent if one considers the following example, taken
from Rock, (1983): If one suddenly hears a loud noise and, at the same time
sees a bright flash of light, this pair of stimuli can be interpreted as being
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